ANIMA BIOTECH TO PARTICIPATE IN FIRESIDE CHAT DURING
THE UNDRUGGABLE LEADERS FORUM
BERNARDSVILLE, New Jersey, September 14, 2021 – Anima Biotech, the leader in
the discovery of selective small molecule mRNA drugs and their mechanisms of
action, today announced that the company will be participating in a fireside chat
during the Undruggable Leaders Forum taking place on September 15, 2021.
During the conference, Yochi Slonim, Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer of
Anima Biotech, will participate in a fireside chat alongside Beth Shafer, Head of
Neuroscience, Drug Discovery Sciences and Externalization Business
Development at Takeda. This session will explore the Anima-Takeda collaboration
for the discovery and development of mRNA translation modulators for Neurological
diseases. The fireside chat will be held on Wednesday, September 15, at 12:00 p.m.
ET.
About Anima Biotech
Anima Biotech is advancing mRNA Lightning, a novel platform for the discovery of
selective small molecule mRNA drugs and their mechanisms of action.
Our differentiated approach combines high scale automated phenotypic screening in
live biology with AI mRNA image analysis.The high scale automation and integrated
technologies in our platform enabled us to develop a broad pipeline across 18
different discovery programs in various therapeutic areas. With our tremendous
expertise in mRNA biology, we were able to advance them at unprecedented speed
and success rate. Our wholly owned pipeline programs are in Fibrosis (tissue
selective Collagen I translation inhibitors across several fibrotic diseases), Oncology
(c-Myc and K-Ras translation inhibitors with multiple, tumor specific mechanisms of
action), Infectious diseases (RSV viral proteins translation inhibitors) and
Neuroscience (Alzheimer’s disease – Tau translation inhibitors and Pain - Nav1.7
translation inhibitors) with additional programs in Repeat Associated Diseases. In
addition to our own pipeline, we have established strategic collaborations with
Pharma in partnered programs including our large scale collaborations with Lilly and
Takeda Pharmaceuticals. Our science was further validated with seven patents, 15
peer reviewed publications and 17 scientific collaborations.
To learn more about us, visit https://www.animabiotech.com
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